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Background: At slightly acid or even neutral pH,
oligodeoxynucleotides that include a stretch of cytidines
form a tetramer structure in which two parallel-stranded
duplexes have their hemi-protonated CC + base pairs
face-to-face and fully intercalated, in a so-called i-motif,
first observed serendipitously in [d(TCs)]4.
Results: A high-definition structure of [d(TCC)] 4 was
computed on the basis of inter-residue distances corre-
sponding to 21 NOESY cross-peaks measured at short
mixing times. A similarly defined structure of
[d(5mCCT)] 4 was also obtained. A small number of very
characteristic (amino proton)-(sugar proton) cross-peaks
entails the intercalation topology. The structure is gener-
ally similar to that of [d(TC5)]4 . The sequence
d(T5mCC) forms two tetramers in comparable propor-
tions. The intercalation topologies are read off the two
patterns of (amino proton)-(sugar proton) cross-peaks:
one is the same as in the d(TCC) tetramer, the other has
the intercalated strands shifted by one base, which avoids
the steric hindrance between the methyl groups of the
5mC pairs of the two duplexes.
Conclusions: The structures obtained in this work and
the procedures introduced to characterize them and to
solve the problems linked to the symmetry of the struc-
ture provide tools for further exploring the conditions
required for formation of the i-motif.
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Introduction
Thirty years ago it was discovered that polycytidylic acid
forms a parallel-stranded double helix with hemi-proto-
nated base pairs in acid solution [1,2], and polydeoxy-
cytidylic acid was observed to undergo similarly a
transition to an ordered structure [3]. It was therefore a
surprise when a solution structure of the multimer
formed by d(5'-TCCCCC) revealed a tetramer in which
the C.C+ pairs of two parallel-stranded duplexes are fully
intercalated, forming the so-called 'i-motif'. The
duplexes are anti-parallel to each other, so that base pairs
stack face-to-face [4,5]. The nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) studies revealed characteristic inter-residue
nuclear Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy(NOESY)
patterns which were then used to search for other occur-
rences of the i-motif. It was shown that DNA oligomers
containing a stretch of cytidines would generally form an
i-motif tetramer at a slightly acid pH. The i-motif is also
formed by intramolecular folding of a strand carrying
four copies of the cytosine-rich telomeric repeat [6,7],
whose complementary guanine-rich sequence can fold
into a so-called 'G-tetrad'.
The NMR spectrum of i-motif tetramers is that of
equivalent strands, and nothing in the spectrum indicates
the number of strands. NOESY cross-peaks cannot be
assigned to strands, and resolving the ambiguity by iso-
topic substitution would require procedures beyond those
used to solve the two-fold ambiguity of symmetrical
dimers [8,9]. On the other hand, symmetry improves
spectral resolution, and, in combination with informa-
tion on stoichiometry, base-pair geometry and atomic
radii, provides strong restraints on the strand geometry
and on the organization of the tetramer.
Spectral overlap is of special concern because the chemi-
cal shift dispersion of base and sugar protons is typically
three-fold less in i-motif tetramers than in B-DNA
duplexes, probably because of the weak ring currents of
cytidine and, especially, protonated cytidine. For best res-
olution, we chose the shortest possible DNA strands. We
excluded d(CC) because it forms two different species,
and d(ACC) because of partial dissociation. But d(TCC)
and d(5mCCT) (5mC, 5-methylcytosine) form stable
tetramers at low temperature. In the latter, the methyl
group shifts the amino proton peaks, and this improves
resolution in a spectral region of strategical importance
for NOESY-related distance restraints and for the deter-
mination of the intercalation topology.
The discovery of the first systematically intercalated
structure of nucleic acids raised questions in physical
chemistry (how can it occur and under what conditions?)
and biology (do cells use it, avoid it, or ignore it?). To
answer such questions, detailed structural information on
the i-motif seems essential. In this article, we present
higher-definition structures of the i-motif in the
tetramers of d(TCC) and d(5mCCT). We also describe
characteristic (amino proton)-(sugar proton) cross-peaks
from which the intercalation topology can be directly
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Fig. 1. Proton spectrum of the d(TCC)
tetramer. The one-dimensional spec-
trum displays a single set of resonances
for each nucleotide, demonstrating the
strand equivalence. Asterisks indicate
NMR peaks from the d(TCC) single
strand. Conditions: strand concentra-
tion, 16 mM; pH 4.2; temperature -5°C.
Inset: scheme of a C.C+ base pair.
derived, as is shown for the two tetramers formed by the
d(T5mCC) sequence.
During the preparation of this article, we learned of the
resolution of the crystal structure of the d(C 3T) tetramer,
which is generally similar to the published solution
structure of d(TC 5) (A Rich, personal communication).
We avoided collecting further information about the
crystallographic structure before submission of the pre-
sent manuscript and of atomic coordinates, so as to
enable a meaningful comparison of the solution and
crystal structures.
Results
The d(TCC) tetramer
Base-pairing, strand stoichiometry, and stability
The NMR spectrum of d(TCC) at acid pH and low
temperature (Fig. 1) is similar to that of d(TCs) reported
previously [4,5]. The cytidine imino proton peaks, at
15.81 and 15.13 ppm, and the two pairs of amino proton
peaks, whose chemical shifts are intermediate between
those of neutral and protonated cytidine, characterize
symmetrical hemi-protonated CC + base pairs (see [4]
and inset of Fig. 1). This proves strand association into a
multimer. The number of peaks indicates that all strands
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Fig. 2. (a) imino proton exchange ver-
sus temperature in the d(TCC) tetramer.
*, Imino proton of the C2C2+ pair; 0,
T1 imino proton; 0, imino proton of
thymidine (20 mM). Exchange times
>50 ms were measured by magnetiza-
tion transfer from water, shorter ones by
longitudinal relaxation [10]. Condi-
tions: strand concentration, 16 mM; pH
4.2, T=6°C. (b) NMR titration of the
d(TCC) multimer. The line with slope 4
through the data points corresponds to
a KD of_(3.6x10 -3 M)3. Error bars are
given for three selected data points.
Conditions: 100 mM NaCI, 20mM
sodium succinate buffer, pH 4.2,
T=7°C. The dashed line represents the
NMR titration of the d(TCCC) multimer
in similar conditions [5].
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Fig. 3. The NOESY spectrum of the
d(TCC) tetramer at 250 ms mixing time,
pH 4.2, T=-70C. Characteristic connec-
tivities are color-coded (T1, green; C2,
magenta; C3, orange). Several 'green-
orange' cross-peaks, also present at 50
ms mixing time (results not shown),
point to short distances between T1 and
C3 protons. Other important features
include: the cross-peaks between amino
protons (H4 internal, H4 external) and
H2'/H2"; and the H'-H1' cross-peak.
Weak intra-residue Hi'-H6 cross-peaks
and strong H3'-H6 cross-peaks restrain
the glycosidic angles to the anti confor-
mational range and the sugar puckers to
the C3'-endo/C4'-exo range. A rectan-
gular pattern of indirect H1'-H6 cross-
peaks is expanded in the Inset.
Chemical exchange peaks between
thymidine and ammonium are indicated
by asterisks.
of the multimer are identical on the NMR time scale,
and this is supported by all of the NMR data, including
the two-dimensional NOESY and total correlation
spectroscopy (TOCSY) spectra.
The equivalence of the two cytidines of a hemi-proto-
nated base pair requires that the imino proton jumps suf-
ficiently quickly between the two N3 positions. The best
lower bond for the jumping rate, 8x104 s- 1, is derived by
consideration of the lack of perceptible broadening of the
amino proton peaks, as in the case of d(TCCC) [5].
Cytidine imino proton exchange is faster but otherwise
similar to that reported previously for longer oligomers
that form the i-motif (Fig. 2a). It is not affected by
proton acceptors, e.g. 5 mM ammonia, 20 mM succinate
or 0.1 M phosphate, (pH 4.2), and is slower for the
internal base pair, C2.C2+. The rates of exchange catal-
ysed by hydroxyl and ammonia are similar in T1 and
in monomeric thymidine, and this argues against T1
base-pairing.
The NMR spectra also display peaks, indicated by an
asterisk in Fig. 1, whose relative intensities increase with
sample dilution, and with which no cytidine imino
proton can be associated. These peaks are assigned to the
single-stranded species. An NMR titration of the equi-
librium between the multimer and the single strand is
shown in Fig. 2b. The fourth power relationship between
the multimer and single-strand concentrations indicates
tetrameric stoichiometry. The dissociation constant of
[d(TCC)] 4 at pH 4. and 60C is (3.6x10-3 M)3 . For com-
parison, it is (1.4x10-3 M)3 for [d(TCCC)] 4 in the same
conditions [5]. A van t' Hoff plot of the dissociation con-
stant between -7C and 23 0 C gives values of-180 kJ/M
and of -0.5 kJ/MK for the enthalpy and entropy of for-
mation of [d(TCC)] 4.
Proton assignments
Base protons were connected using the NOESY cross-
peaks (Fig. 3) from imino and amino protons to H5 and
H6. Base and sugar protons were connected by the
strong H6-H3' cross-peak and by the weaker H6-H1'
cross-peak. The sugar resonances were identified by
NOESY, correlation spectroscopy (COSY) and TOCSY
experiments in D2 0. All H'2/H2'-H3' and H3'-H4'
cross-peaks were detected on COSY and TOCSY spec-
tra (results not shown). The H2" protons were distin-
guished from H2' by the stronger H1'-H2" NOE at
short mixing times.
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Fig. 4. Proton assignments in the d(TCC)
tetramer (T1, green; C2 magenta; C3
orange). (a) NOESY experiment in D20
with a mixing time of 50 ms, T =-5°C.
The strand concentration is 16 mM.
Spectrometer frequency: 360 MHz. (b)
1H-31 P hetero-TOCSY at 600 MHz,
T=+5°C. Strand concentration, 7 mM.
Single strands (25% of total) generate
the 31p peak labelled by an asterisk.
From the lack of cross-peaks with phos-
phorus (indicated by 'X'), the H3' proton
at 4.48 ppm is assigned to C3, and this
identifies the cytidine spin systems.
The two cytidine spin systems of d(TCC) were identi-
fied by a 1H-3 1 P hetero-TOCSY experiment as previ-
ously described [4]. In Fig. 4, each phosphorus reso-
nance is connected by a strong cross-peak to the nearest
H5' and H3' protons. Weaker cross-peaks also exist to
H4' in the 5' direction and to H2" in the 3' direction
(results not shown). The H3' proton (4.48 ppm), which
is not connected to a phosphorus, is identified as that of
C3, and this assignment identifies the C2 and C3 spin
systems independently of any structural assumption. The
slowly exchanging imino proton is assigned to C2 by its
NOESY cross-peaks to amino and aromatic protons.
The proton and phosphorus chemical shifts observed are
given in Table 1.
The T1-C3-C2 contiguity: intercalation
The NOESY spectrum in H2 0 at short mixing time (50
ms, results not shown) contains cross-peaks in the
Table 1. Chemical shifts (ppm) in the d(TCC) and d(5mCCT) tetramers.
N3H Amino int. Amino ext. H6 H5/CH 3 H1' H2' H2" H3' H4' H5'/H5" 31
T1a 11.35 - 7.67 1.79 6.31 2.17 2.64 4.85 4.13 3.85/3.93
4.45
C2 15.13 9.33 8.26 7.88 5.97 6.59 2.07 2.56 4.82 4.19 4.13/4.34
4.03
C3 15.81 9.53 8.43 7.77 6.02 7.1 2.35 2.47 4.48 4.01 4.34/4.34
m5Clb 15.74 9.78 7.75 7.70 1.86 6.34 2.05 2.51 4.9 4.12 3.88/3.97
C2 15.5 9.41 8.33 7.86 5.99 6.45 2.33 2.55 4.78 4.13 4.35/4.34
T3 11.36 - 7.48 1.84 6.33 2.28 2.28 4.54 4.03 4.34/4.34
aChemical shifts in [d(TCC)] 4. bChemical shifts in [d(5mCCT)] 4.
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Fig. 5. Build-up curves of some NOESY
cross-peaks in the d(TCC) tetramer.
Linear build-up indicates direct NOE
transfer for the following cross-peaks:
0, (C3 H5)-(C3 H6) (reference cross-
peak); El, (C3 H6)-(C3 H'); , (Ti
CH3)-(C3 H5); +, (C2 H1')-(C3 Hi');
and *, (C3 internal H4)-(T1 H2'). The
build-up (A) of the (C2 internal H4)-(C3
external H4) cross-peak displays the lag
typical of spin diffusion. The interproton
distances indicated on the figure are
computed by reference to the cytidine
H5-H6 cross-peaks (underlined value),
except those involving methyl protons,
which are referenced to the thymidine
CH3-H6 distance, 0.295 nm.
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H1'-HI' and (amino proton)-H2'/H2" regions. These
cross-peaks are excellent indicators of the i-motif struc-
ture, for they appear in regions that are completely
empty in the NOESY spectra of Watson-Crick duplexes,
even at long mixing time (e.g. 350 ms) as observed, for
example, with the B-DNA duplex [d(CGCGATC-
GCG)] 2 (results not shown).
Many cross-peaks are observed between T1 and C3.
They appear as orange-green crossings in Fig. 3, for
example between the amino protons of C3 and the
imino, H2' and H2" protons of T1; a strong cross-peak
points to an inter-proton distance of 0.32 nm between
the T methyl protons and C3 H5 (Fig. 5). Many cross-
peaks (yellow-red) are also observed between C2 and C3
(Figs 3 and 6). Short T1-C3 and C3-C2 distances can
only be explained by intercalation of anti-parallel strands
(T1-C3 -C2-C2-C3-T1). In agreement with this
scheme, only two cross-peaks (C2 H6-T1 H2'/H2") at
short mixing time between T1 and C2 are observed
(Fig. 6).
A preliminary model based on the amino-sugar NOESY
cross-peaks
The direct NOESY cross-peaks between amino protons
and H2'/H2" provide strong geometrical and topologi-
cal restraints, as will be seen below. The amino protons
of C3 are connected to H2'/H2" protons of T1, whereas
C2 amino protons are connected to H2'/H2" protons of
C2 (Fig. 3). In the latter case, the cross-peak cannot arise
from the dipolar interaction between protons of a single
nucleoside or from base-paired nucleosides since the cor-
responding distance is at least 0.55 nm. Indeed, such
cross-peaks do not occur between amino protons and
H2'/H2" protons of cytidine C3, even at 250 ms mixing
time. Hence the cross-peaks between C2 amino and
H2'/H2" protons reflect short distances of amino
protons of one strand to C2 H2'/H2" protons of an
anti-parallel strand.
The cross-peak intensities are in the order: (internal am-
ino)-H2'>(internal amino)-H2">(external amino)-H2'.
The (external amino)-H2" cross-peak is not seen at 50
ms mixing time. In an H 2 0/D 2 0 (3:7, v/v) solution, the
relative intensities at 50 ms mixing time are nearly the
same as in HO (results not shown). This indicates that
the cross-peaks are not affected greatly by spin diffusion,
even between geminal protons.
When combined with the restraints of full C-C+ base-
pairing and of strand equivalence, the distance restraints
resulting from the amino-sugar proton NOESY cross-
peaks are sufficient to allow computing of the structure
of the d(TCC) tetramer as an anti-parallel couple of
intercalated duplexes (see the Materials and methods
section). This preliminary model has the same topo-
logical features (Fig. 7) and symmetry axes as the
final structure which incorporates all of the NOESY
restraints (described below). There are two identical wide
grooves and two identical narrow grooves. The view
from the wide groove (Fig. 7b) shows the relationship
between the short amino-sugar distances, detected by
their NOESY cross-peaks, and the intercalation top-
ology. With T1 stacked outside, the amino-sugar dis-
tances within the (C3,T1) and (C2,C2) couples are short.
If the (B, D) duplex were to be moved up, so that
C3 instead of T1 became the outside base, only one
set of short amino-sugar distances would be left, that of
the (C2,T1) couple. Thus, the amino-sugar NOESY
cross-peaks by themselves establish the intercalation
topology. Other applications of this procedure will be
described below.
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Fig. 6. NOESY-derived inter-proton
distances, as used in the 'tight' compu-
tation of the d(TCC) tetramer.
Distances are derived from the initial
slope of the NOESY build-up curves.
Lower bonds correspond either to
cross-peaks which involve geminal
protons (amino protons, H2'/H2") and
may consequently be affected by spin
diffusion between the geminal protons,
even at short mixing times, or to weak
cross-peaks. A cross corresponds to a
weak indirect NOESY cross-peak, or to
no cross-peak at all. A filled circle cor-
responds to a rather strong indirect
cross-peak from which no restraint was
derived; most of these belong to a
rectangular pattern characteristic of
NOESY cross-peaks between nucleo-
sides of anti-parallel strands.
Underlined distances in the C2-C2
matrix indicate inter-strand pro-
ton-proton distances which are not as
small as half of the intra-residue dis-
tance in the computed structure, and
were therefore not used in the last
stage of the computation. (a) Inter-
nucleoside distances. Strand connec-
tivity is identified by color; green, the
proton-proton segment connects anti-
parallel strands across the narrow
groove (strand couples a)-id), and by
symmetry, l(b-(c}); magenta, the pro-
ton-proton segment connects anti-par-
allel strands across the wide groove
(strand couples l(a)-b), and by symmetry (cl-{d}); blue: the proton-proton segment connects base-paired parallel strands (strand
couples lal-(c}, and, by symmetry, b)-{d)); yellow, intra-strand segments. (b) Intra-residue proton-proton distances.
Although no intra-nucleotide restraints are incorporated
into the preliminary model, both the glycosidic angle
and the sugar pucker are approximately those of the final
model: the bases are anti and the sugar puckers are
amino-type.
From the preliminary to the final structure: analysis of the
NOESY spectrum
The NOESY spectrum displays features that are directly
interpretable in terms of structure, and often in terms of
the specific geometry of the i-motif. We discuss them
individually, with reference to the preliminary model
as needed.
Nucleoside conformation: In each of the three nucleosides, the
weak intranucleoside H6-Hl' cross-peak indicates an
anti orientation. The combination of a strong H3'-H6
cross-peak with a stronger H2'-H3' than H2"-H3' cross-
peak indicates sugar puckers comparable to those found
independently in the preliminary model.
NOESY cross-peaks indicative of tile i-motif: The amino-sugar
cross-peaks are the most specific. The second most spe-
cific are the Hl'-Hl' cross-peaks, which also correspond
to distances so short that they can be neither intra-strand
nor intra-duplex: they must connect HI' protons from
two intercalating (anti-parallel) strands. The intense
(C2 HI')-(C3 Hi') cross-peak corresponds to an inter-
proton distance of 0.29 nm (Figs 5 and 6), providing a
strong structural restraint. Unfortunately, no correspond-
ing restraint exists for T1 relative to C3, because of the
near-coincidence of the HI' chemical shifts, or, obvi-
ously, for C2 relative to C2. Cross-peaks are also
observed between the H4' protons of C2 and C3, and
(C2 H1')-(C3 H4') and (C3 H1')-(C2 H4') cross-peaks
are also observed. They are conspicuous in spectra of
D20 solutions (results not shown). The absence of corre-
sponding cross-peaks between other couples of nucleo-
sides results from the stacking topology.
The third characteristic feature of the NOESY spectrum
is the occurrence of rectangular, or 'two-sided', patterns
of cross-peaks. Such a pattern is formed, for example, by
the two intense and direct intra-residue H6-H1' cross-
peaks of C2 and C3, together with the two weaker and
indirect inter-residue H6-Hi' cross-peaks between C2
and C3, which complete the rectangle (Fig. 3, inset).
Another example in the same spectrum is the rectangle
formed by the intra- and inter-residue cross-peaks
between internal amino and H6 protons of C2 and C3.
A third example is provided by the four (internal
amino)-(external amino) cross-peaks. A fourth example
is provided by the H'-H4' cross-peaks mentioned
above.
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Lack of thymie pairing: At 250 ms mixing time, the
NOESY spectrum shows signals of an NH 4+ contami-
nant, -7.2 ppm, with its characteristic triplet attributed
to coupling with 14N, and exchange cross-peaks between
the components of the triplet. Cross-peaks between the
ammonium protons and the TI imino proton (Fig. 3) are
ascribed to proton exchange between Ti and the small
fraction of NH 3 in fast exchange equilibrium with
NH 4+ . They are as intense as those observed in a similar
solution of thymidine (20 mM) and ammonia (5 mM),
indicating good accessibility of the T1 imino proton of
the tetramer. In contrast, the absence of cross-peaks
between NH 4+ and the imino proton of C2 (Fig. 3)
reflects the protection of this imino proton in the C2C2
base pair.
Final structure of the d(TCC) tetramer
This structure incorporates all available restraints, as de-
scribed in the Materials and methods section. The inter-
residue distances in Fig. 6 correspond to the connectiv-
ities displayed in Fig. 8. The histogram of Fig. 9 shows
the distribution of NOESY-derived distance restraints for
each residue. Twenty conformers were computed using
the 'standard' input restraints described in the Materials
and methods section. They all had the same intercalation
topology, and the geometries were similar. Six were dis-
carded on the basis of high NOESY-related energy. A
stereo view of the lowest-energy conformer is presented
in Fig. 10 (see also Fig. 7 for a longitudinal projection of
C2 and C3 base pairs of the same structure).
Fig. 7. (a) and (c) Schematic representation of two (out of four)
intercalated strands of the d(TCC) tetramer. The characteristic
short inter-strand segments are indicated. (a) The narrow
groove, with the H1'-H1' (arrows) and H1'-H6 (dashed lines)
segments. The nearly identical inter-strand H6(a)-Hl'(dl and
H6{dl-Hl'{a) distances account for the rectangular pattern
displayed in the inset of Fig. 3. The two inter-strand C2-C2
segments leave no usable trace on the NOESY spectrum
because the inter-residue and intra-residue cross-peaks are
superposed. (c) The wide groove. Short amino-proton H2'/H2"
segments span the wide groove, connecting couples of nucleo-
sides (T1-C3; C2-C2) whose bases are stacked by their 3'-ori-
ented face. (b) and (d) Schematics of the d(5mCCT) tetramer.
(e) Stacked C3C3+ (yellow) and C2C2+ (magenta) pairs of
d(TCC), in the same structure as in Fig. 10. The particularly
short projected inter-proton distances H1'-H1' and (external
amino proton)-H5 are emphasized by circles. There are no
short (amino proton)-sugar proton) distances, in agreement
with scheme (c).
The inter-nucleoside cross-peaks in a rectangular pattern
connect protons from intercalated strands. In most cases,
they are indirect, and were therefore not used for struc-
ture determination, except to provide a lower bond
rather than a distance (Fig. 6). But the near-equality of
the inter-nucleoside cross-peak intensities is nonetheless
striking; it is related to the anti-parallelism of the inter-
calated strands.
Two views of the eight lowest energy conformers among
the remaining 14 are superposed in Fig. 11. The disper-
sion among them is low, except for the terminal thymine.
The root-mean-square deviation of heavy atoms ranges
from 0.05 nm for the C2 base to 0.17 nm for the C2
phosphate, with small NOE violations and deviations
from ideal geometry (Table 2) and with small dispersion
in the dihedral angles of the sugar-phosphate backbone
(Fig. 12).
As found in the preliminary structure, the two parallel
duplexes are mutually intercalated and run in opposite
directions (Fig. 7), with the bases in the pseudo-sequen-
tial order Tl-C3-C2-C2-C3-T1. The structure contains
three two-fold symmetry axes. The longitudinal axis
enforces the symmetry of each base pair. It passes
through the center points of the four N-N segments on
which the cytidine imino protons are located. The two
orthogonal transverse axes, located midway between the
two C2 base pairs, transform one duplex into the other.
The structure exhibits two wide and two narrow
grooves. The shortest phosphorus-phosphorus distances
across the grooves are 1.43 nm and 0.60 nm respectively
(Table 3).
The y dihedral angles correspond to (+) gauche, trans and
trans conformations for T, C2 and C3 respectively
(Fig. 12). The pseudo-rotation angle is in the C3'-endo to
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Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the
inter-residue proton-proton segments
whose NOESY cross-peaks provide dis-
tance restraints for the computation of the
d(TCC)1 4 structure. Only the segments
issuing from strand al are shown. The
one segment between the base-paired
strands a} and (c} is not represented. The
wide groove is between strands (a) and
{b), the narrow groove between (a) and
(d). The colour code is the same as that of
Fig. 6. The (amino proton)-H2'/H2" seg-
ments and the H1'-H1' segments, which
provide the most important distance
restraints, are indicated by heavy lines.
The C2 and C3 residues, whose bases
stack on their 5' face, are connected only
by segments between sugar protons
across the narrow groove. Nucleosides
stacked by their 3' face are connected by
base-base and sugar-base segments
across the wide groove. Segments con-
necting bases of the C2-C2 stack are
unusable because the inter-residue and
intra-residue cross-peaks are superposed.
C4'-exo range for the three sugars, as stated. The bases
assume the anti orientation (Table 3, Fig. 12).
The CC + pairs stack roughly perpendicularly to one
another (Fig. 7c). They are nearly planar, as indicated by
the small buckle and propeller twist. The distances from
the imino proton of thymidine to the two oxygens of the
thymidine opposite (0.6 nm and 0.9 nm respectively) are
too large for a hydrogen bond, hence the thymidines are
not paired.This result is in agreement with the exchange
Fig. 9. Statistics of the distance restraints used in the calculation
of the [d(TCC)] 4 and [d(SmCCT)1]4 structures. Filled and vertically
hatched areas represent inter-residue distance restraints derived
from the build-up of cross-peaks and involving, or not involving,
respectively, exchangeable protons; blank areas represent inter-
residue repulsive restraints reflecting the absence of direct NOE
cross-peaks; horizontally hatched areas represent restraints on
the length of intra-base pair hydrogen bonds; diagonally hatched
areas represent intra-residue distance restraints. Intra-residue
restraints count for 1.0; inter-residue restraints count for 0.5 for
each partner.
catalysis observations described above. The pseudo-pair
continues the stacking pattern of the CC + pairs, perpen-
dicularly to the C3 pair. Referring to the base at the top
of the tetramer, the N3H part sits above the N-H..N
bond of the C3 pair, and the methyl group lies below, in
the wide groove. This corresponds to the 11° buckling of
the pseudo-pair.
The three distances between average base-pair planes are
0.29 nm, 0.30 nm and 0.33 nm (Table 3). Each duplex is
a right-handed, irregular helix.
Tetramers of related sequences
The d(5mCCT) tetramer
This sequence was studied in the same way as d(TCC).
The spectrum is that of a symmetrical multimer, whose
stability is comparable to that of the d(TCC) tetramer.
Proton assignments are straightforward because the three
nucleosides are chemically distinct (Table 1). The imino
proton of the C-C+ pair at 15.74 ppm is assigned to the
C2-C2 pair on account of its NOE connectivities, via the
amino proton, to the only H5 proton.
All of the i-motif-related NOESY features are present
(Fig. 13): the amino-sugar NOESY connectivities link
amino protons of 5mC1 to H2'/H2" protons of C2, and
vice versa, and the H1'-H1' cross-peak is observed
between 5mC1 and C2. These features lead directly to
the intercalation topology shown on the right side of Fig.
7. It is similar to that of d(TCC), even though the
NOESY patterns from which it arises are completely dif-
ferent, as should be clear from the comparison of the
schematics in Fig. 7.
The introduction of 5mC provides information which is
unavailable in the spectra of d(TCC), d(TC 5) [4] and
d(CCT) (results not shown), because of the small chemi-
cal shift dispersion of the H5 protons. For example, in
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Fig. 10. Stereoview, normal to the wide
groove, of the lowest-energy conformer
of [d(TCC)] 4. T1, green; C2, red; C3
yellow.
Fig. 11. Views of the eight lowest-
energy conformers of the d(TCC)
tetramer. (a) View of the wide groove.
(b) View of the narrow groove. Colour
coding as in Fig. 10.
the structure displayed in Fig. 7c, the internal amino
proton of one base is close to H5 of the base stacked on
it. This should give a strong cross-peak. Indeed, as can
be seen in Fig. 13, H5 of C2 has cross-peaks with the
internal amino proton of 5mC1, and also with the
external amino proton (or H6 of the same residue, with
which it overlaps). Similarly, the methyl of 5mC1 has
cross-peaks to the two amino protons of C2.
Table 2. Examples of violations and root mean square deviations in structural computations.
[d(TCC)] 4
Number of NOE violations > 0.02 nm
Largest NOE violation (nm)
Rms violation of input distance restraints (nm)
Number of ideal bond angle violations >6'
Largest ideal bond angle violation (°)
Rmsd from ideal bond angles (')
Rmsd from ideal bond lengths (nm)
Rmsd from ideal geometry on impropers (°)
0
0.016
0.002
1
6.2
1.2
0.005
0.32
T1
1 a
0.022
0.004
3
6.8
1.4
0.006
0.5
C2
[d(5mCCT)1 4
2
0.028
0.006
2
6.8
1.2
0.005
0.5
C3 5mC1 C2 T3
Rmsdb for base heavy atoms (nm)
Rmsdb for sugar heavy atoms (nm)
Rmsdb for phosphate atoms (nm)
0.15 (0.06) 0.05 (0.03)
0.12 (0.07) 0.06 (0.02)
0.17 (0.06)
0.06 (0.04)
0.08 (0.02)
0.12 (0.03)
0.03
0.06
0.03 0.18
0.05 0.11
0.09 0.16
aLowest energy conformer among those computed with 'tight' rather than 'standard' NOESY-derived restraints (see 'NOE intensities and inter-proton
distances' in the Materials and methods section). bThe rmsds were computed from the pairwise comparison of 14 conformers aligned on the C1' positions
with statistics computed for a set of conformers based on 'standard' NOESY-derived restraints. Statistics computed with 'tight' restraints are shown in
parentheses.
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Fig. 12. The backbone dihedral angles,
P-05- C5'- C4'- C3'- 03'- P (c-), glycosidic angle X, pseudo-rota-
tion angle P and helical twist of 14 con-
oa 'Y 8 ', X P Helical formers of the d(TCC) tetramer,
z twist computed with 'tight' restraints. On
each polar diagram, small open circles
T1 -\.,/ 50 are located at the angle values of the 14
/9'0""" s z f \ z /2conformers of the final computation,
! 80Ko>- l ~ d} 1 (3O(125OA 260 A -135° -77°\ _ 141°50 and the average value is printed. TheC2 / /7"~ J\' ) / .~ / J Jfull circles correspond to the 13 con-
formers of the preliminary computation,
and show that an anti, (C3'-endo/C4'-
1(65°> 1003 >;-1704(loo Xq -112o 2 exo)-puckered nucleoside structure isC3 induced despite the lack of intra-
nucleoside restraints. The black arrows
point to the average angle (when it dif-
fers from that of the final computation)
of a model in which the structure is restrained to a geometry compatible with a water bridge between phosphate and amino groups.
The divisions of the polar diagrams correspond respectively to: the + gauche, trans and - gauche regions for y; the syn and anti regions
for X, the N and S regions for P, and the right-handed/left-handed helical twist.
The T3-C1-C2-C2-C1-T3 stacking order, which is
not introduced explicitly, is recovered in the computed
structure. The geometry is similar to that of [d(TCC)] 4
with regards to helical twist, backbone dihedral angles,
glycosidic angles and sugar conformations. The terminal
thymine is again on the outside, even though it is at the
3' rather than the 5' end.
The pattern of NOESY cross-peaks provides only two
crucial distance restraints on the relative disposition of
the T3 and C1 moieties, and structural information from
H4' protons is lacking because of insufficient spectral res-
olution. No inter-nucleoside NOESY restraint exists
between the two C2 pairs, so that the reported distance
of 0.36 nm, determined mostly by the forces modelled in
the XPLOR program, is not trustworthy.
The two d(T5rnCC) tetramers
The NOESY spectrum of d(T5mCC) shows the three
features of the i-motif: amino-H2'/H2" cross-peaks,
H1'-H1' cross-peaks, and rectangular cross-peak patterns
(Fig. 14). For each peak of d(TCC) and d(5mCCT),
however, the spectrum of d(T5mCC) displays two peaks
of comparable intensity. For example, it comprises four
intra-residue NOESY cross-peaks between the internal
and external amino protons of both C2 and C3 and two
narrow CC+ imino proton peaks, compared with the two
amino-amino cross-peaks and the single narrow imino
proton peak in the spectra of d(TCC) (Fig. 3). The cross-
peaks fall into two complete sets, which might correspond
to a single non-symmetrical multimer structure or to two
multimers in slow exchange. In both sets, the chemical
shifts of the internal amino protons of 5mC2 and of C3
are on the low-field side of 9 ppm, a good indication that
all of the cytosines are part of hemi-protonated base pairs.
Although the approximate equality intensities may suggest
a single species, no single cross-peak is observed between
the two sets, for example between the two imino proton
peaks of C2, even at long mixing times, and this favours
the two-multimer interpretation. Indeed, all of the obser-
vations are consistent with the assumption of two distinct
tetramers (each fully symmetric) in slow exchange, and
two distinct structures can indeed be solved on the basis of
the two sets of NOESY cross-peaks.
Table 3. Geometrical parameters of tetramer structures.a
Base pairb Base Intra-strand Inter-duplex Groove widthg
Base Bucklec Propeller twistd pe X Step Helical twist Risef Step Rise f Narrow Wide
T () () () (3) (1) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm)
T1h 11 i 15 3 + 14 15 ± 25 -112 ± 6 T1 C2 10 i 7 058 0.04 T1-C3 0.29 ± 0.03
C2 3 i 11 -4 ± 12 49 ± 9 --139 ± 3 C2 C3 25 i 4 0.63 ± 0.03 C3-C2 0.30 ± 0.01 0.60 0.02 1.43 ± 0.01
C3 -3 14 3 9 18 12 -117 4 C2-C2 0.33 0.02
5mC1i 7 l 6 -7 ± 8 28 40 -99 ± 4 5mC1-C3 9 + 10 0.66 ± 0.03 5mC1 T3 0.37 i 0.03
C2 14 i 8 1 ± 8 30 i 31 -88 ± 2 C2-T3 23 ± 9 0.72 ± 0.02 C1-C2 0.31 + 0.01 0.75 ± 0.03 1.55 ± 0.03
T3 10 ± 15 11 i 18 60 ± 7 -101 6 C2-C2 0.36 0.01
aAverage and Rmsd of values for 14 conformers. bThe description of the two thymidines of each duplex as a pair has no implication of hydrogen bonding. CThe
buckle is the complement of the angle between the C6-N3 vector and the longitudinal symmetry axis. It is negative when this vector points in the 5' to 3'
direction of the parallel duplex. dThe propeller twist is the complement of the angle between the N4-C2 vector and the longitudinal symmetry axis. It is counted
negative when this vector points in the 5' to 3' direction. epseudo rotation angle. fRise is the distance between the average base planes. gGroove width is the
shortest phosphorus-phosphorus inter-strand distance across the groove. h[d(TCC)]4. i[d(5mCCT)] 4.
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Fig. 13. NOESY spectrum of the
d(5mCCT) tetramer (70 ms mixing time).
Cross-peaks attributable to single strand
are indicated by asterisks. Characteristic
connectivities are color coded: 5mC1,
purple; C2, magenta; T3, green, e.g.
between the T3 imino proton and the
amino protons of 5mC1.
The first set, for which the connectivities are drawn as sugar protons, and from 5mC2 amino to 5mC2 sugar
full lines in Fig. 14, resembles that of the d(TCC) protons), of an H1'-H1' cross-peak between 5mC2 and
tetramer (Fig. 3) with corresponding patterns of (amino C3, and of a narrow 5mC2 imino proton peak. These
proton)-H2'/H2" cross-peaks (from C3 amino to T1 properties point to an i-motif structure with the same
Fig. 14. The NOESY spectrum of
d(T5mCC) at 120 ms mixing time in
H20. Two sets of peaks of comparable
intensities with completely separate
connectivities are observed (full lines;
dotted lines), indicating two species
with no detectable exchange between
them. Characteristic connectivities are
color coded T1, green, 5mC2, magenta,
C3 orange. Inset: expanded sections of
the D20 spectrum at 300 ms mixing
time (H6-H5 and H6-H1' cross-peaks)
and at 50 ms mixing time (H1'-H1'
cross-peak). The NOESY connectivities
show that the full-line species has the
same topology as the d(TCC) tetramer,
whereas the intercalation of the strands
is shifted by one base in the dotted-line
species. Conditions: T=-7°C, pH 4.2.
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Fig. 15. Schematic representation of the
two tetramers formed by d(T5mCC). The
short inter-strand segments derived from
the NOESY cross-peaks are indicated by
arrows. Form 1 (a) is derived from the
full-line NOESY connectivities (Fig. 14)
and form 2 (b) from the dotted-line con-
nectivities (Fig. 14). Top: the narrow
groove, with the short H1'-H1' seg-
ments. Bottom: the wide groove, with
the short segments between amino pro-
tons and H2'/H2" protons. The structure
of form 2 is deduced from the (amino
proton)-(H2'/H2") cross-peaks, and
from the absence of H1'-H1' cross-
peaks at short mixing time. A cross-peak
between C3-H1' and C2-H1' (dotted
lines) is observed at long mixing time
(300 ms).
intercalation topology as the d(TCC) tetramer, as repre-
sented in Fig. 15a.
The second set (dashed lines in Fig. 14) is quite different.
The (amino proton)-H2'/H2" cross-peaks connect 5mC2
and C3 (rather than 5mC2 and C2, and C3 and T1). No
H1'-H1' cross-peak is observed at all at short mixing
times, but one is found between C2 Hi' and C1 HI' at
long mixing time (300 ms, results not shown). The narrow
imino proton peak is from C3 (rather than 5mC2). These
observations, together with the paucity of inter-residue
cross-peaks involving T1, lead directly to the model
shown in Fig. 15b, in which intercalation is incomplete. In
particular, no strong Hl'-H1' cross-peak is seen because
the short Hi'-H1' distance occurs between equivalent
protons of C3, and the paucity of cross-peaks involving T1
is consistent with the location of T1 on the outside.
Surprisingly, the intensities of the H6-(sugar proton) cross-
peaks suggest a sugar pucker in the C'3-endo range, even
in the non-intercalated part of the structure for which the
B-DNA C'2-endo pucker might have been expected.
Discussion
Throughout this work, we have assumed that the struc-
tures have the symmetry of the NMR spectra, and there-
fore consist of four identical strands (see the Materials
and methods section). The reader should be aware that
the strands could in fact be shaped differently at any time,
and be identical only on the average.
Structure of the d(TCC) tetramer
The structure of [d(TCC)] 4, two intercalated duplexes, is
generally similar to that of [d(TC 5)]4 reported earlier, and
the symmetry is the same. The two equivalent nucleo-
sides of a hemi-protonated base pair (e.g. C2.C2+ ) are
related by a two-fold axis. The C2.C2+ and C3.C3+ axes
must coincide because the relationship of C2 to C3 of
one strand, {a} for example, must be the same as on the
other strand, {c}, of the same duplex. This generalizes to
the requirement that the two strands of the parallel
duplex be related by a two-fold longitudinal axis, exclud-
ing many distorsions of the base pairs, but permitting
others, notably propeller-twist.and buckle (Table 3). The
geometries of the three residues of one strand can, of
course, differ.
The two duplexes must be identical and equivalent. The
relation of, for example, C2 of strand {b} of the ({b},
{d)) duplex to nucleosides of strands {a} and {c} must
be equivalent to the corresponding relationship of strand
{d} for C2 . This requires that the longitudinal axes of
the two duplexes coincide. Also, they must be anti-
parallel, otherwise the terminal thymidine pairs of each
duplex, for example, could not be located equivalently.
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The two duplexes can be transformed into one another
by a 180° rotation around a two-fold axis perpendicular
to the common longitudinal axis, and consequently
around a third axis perpendicular to the first two. All
three axes cross at the same point, midway between the
two C2 pairs.
The NMR determinants of structure
The structure is based on complete assignment of the
NOESY spectrum and on the intensities of all the direct
NOESY cross-peaks, as discussed in the Results and
Materials and methods sections. However, the main
characteristics of the i-motif structure can be deduced by
inspection of the NMR and NOESY spectra.
The imino proton spectrum and the chemical shifts of
the amino protons point to symmetric hemi-protonated
CC + base pairs on parallel strands.
Direct amino proton-H2'/H2" NOESY cross-peaks cre-
ate distance restraints which, together with the base-pair-
ing restraints, suffice to force intercalation. They connect,
across the wide groove, protons from nucleosides stacked
with their 3' faces in mutual contact (Fig. 7). Once ass-
igned, they determine the topology of strand intercalation.
Also related to intercalation is the quasi absence of the
usual intra-strand sequential connectivities at short mix-
ing time between H'1, H2'/H2" or H3' sugar protons of
one nucleoside and the H6 proton of the next base in the
3' direction, indicating an uncommonly large distance
between them. One should note that the numerous
NOESY cross-peaks between C2 and C3 (see Figs 6 and
8) are all inter-strand.
Direct HI'-H1' NOESY cross-peaks provide distance
restraints between anti-parallel strands across the narrow
groove. Less conspicuous Hl'-H4' and H4'-H4' cross-
peaks are also used. The short HI'-H1' distance connects
nucleosides which are stacked by either their 3' or 5'
faces, (see Nomenclature below), depending on the
detail of the nucleoside geometry. as follows. The line
connecting the Hi' protons of two stacked nucleotides
from a given strand {a} and from the intercalated strand
{d} across the narrow groove is nearly parallel to the lon-
gitudinal axis of the tetramer, approximately normal to
the base planes (Fig. 7c). The distance between two H1'
protons is therefore approximately equal to the sum of
the elevations of each Hi' proton relative to its base
plane, and to the sum of the distance between the planes
of the intercalated base pairs. The elevation depends on
the glycosidic angle X: the proton is on the 5' side for
X<-12 00 and on the 3' side for X>-1 2 0 ° . If on the 5'
side, it will be closer to the base which is stacked on the
5' side; if that nucleoside has a similar glycosidic angle, its
H1' proton will also be on its 5' side, bringing the two
protons close together. The longitudinal component of
the distance between successive Hi' protons is:
Z{a,d} r{a,d} +s[sin(X{a}+ 120)+sin(Xjd+ 120)1 ]
where r a,d is the rise between intercalated bases, s is the
length of the C1'-H1' bond, and X,{a, Xd} are the gly-
cosidic angles. This expression determines whether an
H1' of strand {a} is closer to its 5' or 3' neighbour of the
intercalating strand {d}. It therefore correlates the rela-
tive intensities of the corresponding cross-peaks to the
glycosidic angles. The correlation was confirmed in all
occurrences of all computed structures, i.e. [d(TCC)] 4,
[d(5mCCT)1 4 and (not shown) [d(TmCCC)] 4.
The 'rectangular' pattern of NOESY cross-peaks, with
two diagonally opposed intra-residue cross-peaks [e.g.
(C2 Hi')-(C2 H6) and (C3 H1')-(C3 H6)] connected
by inter-residue cross-peaks [(C2 HI')-(C3 H6) and (C3
H1')-(C2 H6)] points to the antiparallel disposition of
the intercalated strands and the corresponding face-to-
face orientation of stacked bases. A rectangular pattern,
of H1'-H8 cross-peaks, is also found in G-tetrads, where
it reflects the face-to-face orientation of guanosines at
the 5'-Ga,,,t-G,, step [11].
Rectangular cross-peak patterns are not observed in B-
DNA: starting from one intranucleotide cross-peak, there
is only one path, never two, along the duplex. This is not a
question of symmetry but of geometry: the inter-strand
cross-peaks are very weak because of the large distance be-
tween the strands. The symmetry requirements for the for-
mation of rectangular patterns will be published elsewhere.
The nucleotide structure
Intercalation stretches the nucleic acid backbone to an
intra-strand C2-C3 step which is nearly twice as large as
in B-DNA (Table 3). This involves a C3'-endo to C4'-exo
sugar pucker (instead of the C2'-endo pucker of B-DNA)
as observed for the intercalated nucleosides of all i-motif
structures where it has been determined, including the
following: the tetramers of d(TCs) [4], d(T5mCCC) -L
Leroy, unpublished data), d(TCC) and d(5mCCT); both
tetramers of d(T5mCC); and the single-strand structure
formed by the telomere repeats d[(CCCCAA) 3CCCC]
and d[(CCCTAA) 3CCC] [7]. This is also the case for the
tetramers of d(C 3T), d(TC 3), d(C4A2) which are pre-
sumed to be i-motif structures. A C3'-endo pucker is also
found in some drug-DNA intercalation complexes, and
for the same reason [12]. The geometrical explanation is
supported by the generation of this conformation in the
preliminary model, for which direct restraints on the
sugar conformation were lacking (Fig. 12).
The nucleosides are anti. The glycosidic angles X in Table
3 are in the range of-88° to -139 ° , which includes the
B-DNA values, approximately -100° . The E and di-
hedral angles are in reasonable agreement with values
derived from the phosphorus chemical shifts in accor-
dance with published rules [13]. These rules were not
used as restraints in the computations described herein.
The phosphate group
Because the structures are based on proton-proton dis-
tance restraints, the phosphate groups are restricted only
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by covalent bonds and van der Waals forces, and their
positions are not as well defined as those of other atoms.
This is reflected in their RMSDs, which are approxi-
mately twice as large as that of the atoms of the cytidine
sugars and bases (Table 2). As a consequence, the phos-
phate groups may be moved somewhat from the com-
puted configuration without large energy penalties. We
have applied such movements to answer two questions.
First, we considered whether the i-motif could be stabi-
lized by a hydrogen bond across the major groove
between an amino proton and a phosphate oxygen,
either directly or through a water molecule. We tried to
connect in this way an oxygen of the 5' phosphate of
C2{a} to an amino proton of C3{b}, and similarly
C3{a} to C2{b}.
The initial separation of the two atoms is -0.6 nm. The
movement is created by a distance restraint correspond-
ing to either 0.18 nm for a direct bond or 0.46 nm for a
water bridge. The direct bond entails heavy distortions of
the base pairs, and should be rejected. The changes
induced by the water-bridge restraint are for the most
part a rotation of the phosphate group involving the 3, E
and 5 dihedral angles (Fig. 12). When all phosphates are
restrained, the energy penalty associated with the NOE
restraints increases from 120 kJ/tetramer to 160
kJ/tetramer, and the van der Waals penalty is unaltered.
The interphosphorus distances across the wide groove
decrease by 0.1 nm. Those across the narrow groove are
unchanged, as are the sugar puckers, the glycosidic angles
and the helical twist. It seems that the structure could
accommodate the indirect bonds. However, at the
moment the NOESY spectra provide no evidence for
the corresponding water molecules.
Second, we have considered the question of electrostatic
energy, which is not taken into account in the computa-
tions. If there were no strong steric constraints, electro-
static repulsion might move away from one another the
phosphate groups on the two rims of the minor groove
(the minimum P-P distance ranges from 0.48 nm to 0.75
nm for the various conformers of the final computation
(mean 0.60 nm). These values are rather small, although
much smaller ones (0.41 nm) are found between hydro-
gen-bonded H2 PO4 - groups [14]. When we restrained
the inter-phosphorus distance to an arbitrary value of 0.7
nm, the resulting structures did not present any obvious
distortion, and the total energy did not vary appreciably.
This suggests that the true inter-phosphate distances may
be larger than those in our structure. It will be interesting
to compare the values derived from NMR and from X-
ray diffraction, because the latter include a large contri-
bution from the phosphorus atoms.
Comparison with the [d(TC5)]4 structure
The tetrameric structures described here are similar to
that of [d(TC 5)]4 reported earlier. A slight difference exists
in narrow-groove geometry concerning the minimum
P-P distance: it is 0.49 nm in the [d(TC5)] 4 structure but
0.60 nm for [d(TCC)] 4 (Table 3). But, in view of the rela-
tively poor precision on the phosphate positions, this need
not reflect a real structural difference. The helical twist
between C2 and C3 on one duplex should be the closest
to that expected for longer tetramers. At 250, it is some-
what larger than the value (16°), reported for [d(TC 5)] 4.
In the study of d(TCs), 70 NOESY cross-peaks (or 11.7
per distinct residue) were used in the structure com-
putation. Among these, the important short-time inter-
residue cross-peaks numbered only 12 (2 per distinct
residue). The distance restraints were complemented by
dihedral angle restraints, and the input structure itself
already had the topology of the final structure. In the
d(TCC) study, at least 70 cross-peaks (23 per distinct
residue) are observed. Among these, 21 (seven per dis-
tinct residue) are short-time inter-residue cross-peaks.
No dihedral restraints were used, and the input structure
consisted of well-separated elongated strands. This
suggests that the precision of the structures presented
here is higher. The difference is attributable mainly to
the higher spectral resolution of the smaller molecule,
and to the use of (amino proton)-(sugar proton) cross-
peaks which had not been observed at the time of the
first study.
Intercalation: when and when not?
The two duplexes that join into an i-motif tetramer
can intercalate in a number of ways, as can be seen, for
example, in Fig. 15. If the single strand has p nucleosides,
there are 2 (p-1) meshing topologies, among which two
provide the maximum number of intercalations, with a
terminal base of each strand (e.g. T in the d(TCC)
tetramer) being the only one which is not intercalated. In
one of the two arrangements, the four nucleosides on the
outside are the terminal 5' bases whereas in the other it i§
the terminal 3' bases. All of the d(TCn) and d(CmT)
strands that have been examined (n=2-4, m=2-3, J-L
Leroy, unpublished data; n=5 [3]) form the single
tetrameric, maximally intercalated structure which has
the T nucleoside on the outside, as expected if the inter-
nal stacking of a couple of T nucleosides (whether at the
3' or 5' end of the strand) is less stable than that of a
C-C+ pair.
The same is true for the methylated strands d(5mCCT)
(this work), and d(T5mCCC) and d(5mCCCT) -L
Leroy, unpublished data). In the tetramers thus formed,
the methylated pairs are not contiguous.
The single exception is provided by d(T5mCC), which
forms two tetramers with different intercalation topolo-
gies. One of these is fully intercalated, with the same
topology as [d(TCC)]4; the two methylated base pairs
are contiguous and this should create some steric hin-
drance (Fig. 15). In the other tetramer, all of the C.C +
pairs are also formed, but partial loss of intercalation
avoids the contiguity of the methylated base pairs. The
equilibrium between the two tetramers indicates that the
free energy gained upon intercalation of one C.C+ pair
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per duplex is comparable to that lost by steric hindrance
between stacked 5mC5mC+ pairs. In each tetramer,
thymine is located on the outside, as with all the strands
previously described.
The first indications are that d(Cn) strands (n=2-5) form
two species of completely intercalated tetramers, with
either the 3' or the 5' cytidines on the outside: complete
intercalation of the two base-paired duplexes which make
up the tetramer seems favoured over incomplete inter-
calation. This is consistent with the low stability of
duplexes (which exhibit no intercalation at all), as shown
by their absence in the NMR spectra of d(TCC) and of
d(TCCC) [5], and by their low concentration, at best, in
electrophoresis experiments on d(TCs) multimers [4]. In
the former study, the free energy that favours inter-
calation, starting from base-paired duplexes, was esti-
mated to be >4 kJ/M per C-C+ base pair of the tetramer.
The systematic intercalation feature of the i-motif may
surprise the reader, as it is often thought that inter-
calation at contiguous inter-pair sites is forbidden. This
notion is based on the anti-cooperativity of drug binding
to DNA. If, however, one takes account of poly-
electrolyte effects on the binding isotherm, the number
of excluded sites per intercalating drug falls to 1.0,
namely the site of the drug itself, showing that occupa-
tion of contiguous sites is possible [15]. This view recon-
ciles intercalation in drug-DNA complexes and in the
i-motif. It is also in agreement with modelling studies,
which do not indicate any steric hindrance to systematic
intercalation of drugs or of nucleic acid bases. Indeed,
models had even been built in which two double-
stranded, anti-parallel, Watson-Crick nucleic acid helices
are intercalated [16,17].
Because no experimental or theoretical arguments re-
main against systematic intercalation, and because it has
now been observed in one case, the question emerges:
why is it so rare? At this time, the i-motif has been found
quite generally in oligomeric stretches of deoxyribo-
cytidine [4,5,7] but not of ribocytidine -L Leroy,
unpublished data), and not in crystals of a cytosine dinu-
cleotide in which each deoxyribose is ethylene-bridged
[18]. Despite the presence of CC + pairs, there is no
indication of intercalation in the first results on the paral-
lel-stranded form of d(CT)n [19] or in parallel-stranded
paired d(CGA) fragments, despite cross-strand G/A
stacking [20-22].
Biological Implications
The i-motif is an intercalated (whence its name)
structure of DNA which was discovered in the
solution structure of the species formed by d(TCs5)
at acid pH. This is a tetramer consisting of two
duplexes, fully intercalated, each of which has par-
allel strands connected by hemi-protonated cyto-
sine base pairs. The four strands are identical on
the NMR time scale. The i-motif is formed by
DNA strands containing stretches of at least two
cytosines; it has not been observed in RNA
strands. It may also be formed in a dimer of two
strands containing two cytosine stretches, or by
intramolecular folding of one strand with four
stretches [6,7].
It is of particular interest that a fragment of the
C-rich strand of telomeres (vertebrates and Tetra-
hymena) containing four oligo-cytosine stretches
forms an i-motif by intramolecular folding at
neutral or slightly acidic pH [7]. Telomeres, the
DNA-protein complexes at the ends of eukaryotic
chromosomes, include up to 1000-fold repeats of
DNA sequences (e.g. CCCTAA and its Watson-
Crick G-rich complement in vertebrates), termi-
nated typically by an overhanging dual repeat of
the G-rich sequence. In the cell, the structure of
telomeric DNA may differ from a B-DNA duplex,
as suggested for instance by studies of telomeric
repeats of S. cerevisiae complexed with the tran-
scriptional regulator, repressor activator protein 1
(RAP1) [23].
A fragment complementary to the C-rich four-
fold telomeric repeat contains four stretches of G,
and can also fold intramolecularly, forming stacks
of four hydrogen-bonded guanines, a structure
known as the G-tetrad [24-27]. One may speculate
that under appropriate in vivo conditions, opposite
four-repeats of each strand would fold respectively
into an i-motif and a G-tetrad facing each other,
perhaps bound together via their complementary
loops.
The present work reports high-definition solution
structures of the i-motif, a necessary step in the
understanding of such structures. It also provides
an important methodological advance: the obser-
vation and interpretation of the (amino proton)-
(sugar proton) NOESY cross-peaks, which are the
most characteristic signature of the i-motif and
which suffice for the establishment of the inter-
calation topology. These cross-peaks are impor-
tant for the study of single-strand telomere repeats
in which the cytosine stretches are unavoidably
unequivalent, drastically reducing the spectrum
resolution, and they may be expected to play a
large role in further studies.
The formation of the i-motif by stretches of only
two cytosines may be relevant in human cen-
tromeres, which contain repeats of the sequence
CCATT and to the trinucleotide repeat CCG asso-
ciated with the fragile X syndrome [28]. It is also
of interest that the double-stranded part of the
telomeres in the macro-nucleus of the ciliate
Euplotes crassus contains exactly four (cytosine) 4
stretches [29]. Another point is that oligo-nucleo-
tide-based pharmacological strategies may involve
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the use of strands containing repeated cytosine
stretches, in which case they could be defeated by
formation of the i-motif .L. Mergny, personal
communication). Finally, the structural informa-
tion provided by the present work may also help in
the search for proteins that recognize the i-motif.
Materials and methods
Nomenclature
A tetramer is the association of four strands. Repeats within a
strand are written with curved brackets, and square brackets are
used for multimers. Thus, d(CCCCAA) 4 is a single strand, 24
nucleoside long, whereas [d(TCC)] 4 is the association of four
strands, each three nucleoside long. This convention differs
from that in [7]. We do not apply it to the titles in the list of
references.
The four strands of a tetramer are designated {a}, {b}, {c} and
{d}. NOESY cross-peaks are indicated as HI'-Hi', or (amino
proton)-H2'/H2", or (C2 amino proton)-(C2 H2'/H2") or
({a}amino proton)-({b}B H2'/H2"), or ({a} C3 amino pro-
ton)-({b) TI H2'/H2") and so on.
Sequences are written starting from the 5' end.
We introduce the expression 'high-definition structure' to
indicate a structure computed with a large number of experi-
mental NMR restraints (in the case of [d(TCC)]4, 69 NOESY
cross-peaks, of which 21 are short-time inter-residue cross-
peaks). This is meant to replace the expression 'high-resolution
structure', which is borrowed from X-ray crystallography. As
pointed out recently (in particular by G Wagner), the simile is
misleading as 'resolution' has a precise meaning (the largest
inverse distance of the experimental diffraction pattern) for
which no equivalent exists in the NMR spectra.
The nucleic bases have distinguishable faces, which Lavery et
al. [30] have designated 'black' and 'white' according to a
'right-hand rule'. The heavy black lining in our schematic
side-views of the bases (Figs. 7, 8 and 15) corresponds to this
designation. In a B-DNA duplex, the 'black face' stacks on the
base of its 5' neighbour on the same strand, and we therefore
designate it the 5' face; correspondingly, the 'white face' is the
3' face.
Oligomer synthesis and purification
The oligomers were synthesized on a 10 Rimol or 15 ,umol
scale with a Pharmacia GeneAssembler synthesizer using con-
trolled pore glass supports (Millipore) instead of the plastic bead
supports of the pre-filled cassettes supplied by the manufac-
turer. The dimethoxytrityl group of the last nucleotide was
removed and the protected oligomer was cleaved from the
solid support by incubation for 1 h at room temperature in a
25% (v/v) ammonia solution. After separation from the sup-
port by centrifugation, the solution was incubated for 16 h at
550C for DNA deprotection. The ammonia was removed by
lyophilization in a Speed-Vac centrifuge. The DNA sample
was dissolved in -1 ml of a 20 mM NaOH solution (pH -12),
loaded on an anionic Hiload Q Sepharose column (Pharmacia),
and eluted with a NaCI gradient (0-0.4 M) in 20 mM NaOH
solution. The fractions containing the purified oligomer were
pooled and the solution pH was lowered to 4.2. The solution
was desalted by repeated dialysis against 20 mM NaCl solutions
and finally against water, using dialysis tubing with a cut-off of
1000 Da. We detected no loss of DNA. Finally, the samples
were lyophilized and stored. The strand concentration was
determined from the absorbance measured at neutral pH, using
A260 values of 23 400 M- 1 for neutral d(TCC) and d(T5mCC)
oligomers and of 21300 M- 1 for d(5mCCT), as computed
with a nearest neighbour model [31].
NMR samples
In view of the modest stability of the tetramers formed by the
short oligomers d(TCC) [KD=(3.6X10 -3 M) 3, Fig. 2b] and
d(5mCCT), we used concentrated DNA solutions so as to
reduce the proportion of single strands. The solubility of the
oligomers is >50 mM, counted in strands, but line broadening
was observed at concentrations >16 mM. We therefore chose
sample concentrations in the 7-16 mM range. Most of the
two-dimensional experiments were carried out at -70 C in
H2O solution and at -50 C in D2O solution. The high DNA
concentration prevented freezing. The samples were dissolved
in H2 0/D 2 0O (9:1 v/v) solution or in 99.98% D2O after
repeated lyophilization and dissolution in D20O. The pH, 4.2,
was optimized for tetramer stability. The equilibrium propor-
tion of single strand to tetramer was <12% in these conditions.
It was 25% in an experiment carried out at +50 C. We observed
no exchange cross-peaks between single strand and multimer.
NMR spectroscopy
Most of the NMR measurements were performed on a 360
MHz home-built spectrometer, controlled by a PC computer
which is networked with several others. The 'jump and return'
JR) sequence [32,33] was used for water signal suppression.
The ease and degree of solvent suppression are adversely
affected by solvent signals whose frequency is strongly shifted by
diamagnetic susceptibility effects, such as those that occur at the
bottom of standard sample tubes, at the solvent-air interface,
and in droplets above it. Our current sample tubes are custom-
made. Starting from standard 5 mm outer diameter NMR
tubes, the bottom is melted and shaped to provide a flat bottom
for the sample compartment, to which an 8 mm long Pyrex tail
is welded. This improves field homogeneity to the extent that
the bottom of the sample can be positioned close to, or even
within, the zone of good sensitivity of the radio- frequency
coil. In this way, one avoids placing part of the sample below
the coil in a region where it contributes no signal. The
sample-air interface can be eliminated similarly with a glass pis-
ton, at the cost of some inconvenience in sample manipulation.
The one-dimensional spectra collected in water were corrected
for the frequency response to the JR excitation [33]. The pro-
ton chemical shifts were based on internal 2,2-
dimethylsilapentane-5 sulphonate (set to 0 ppm), the
phosphorus ones on an external trimethyl phosphate reference,
set to 3.456 ppm downfield of 85% phosphoric acid.
Two-dimensional proton spectra were acquired in the hyper-
complex mode [34]. The number of free induction decays
(FIDs) accumulated for each tl value was proportional to the
apodization function used to process the data in that dimen-
sion. For experiments in DO, the residual HDO resonance
was saturated using a DANTE [35] sequence before the prepa-
ration pulse. The spectral range was 0-10 ppm in both dimen-
sions. The acquisition lasted up to 300 ms and 72 ms in the t2
and tl dimensions respectively. The inter-FID delay was 2.2 s.
NOESY experiments in D2O used 90° pulses for preparation,
mixing and read-out. TOCSY experiments used 10-20
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MLEV-17 repetitions (total time 15-30 ms) without trim
pulses [36], and a 90° pulse for detection.
For NOESY measurements in H2O, a homo-spoil gradient
was applied during 10 ms at the beginning of the mixing
period. The JR sequence with maximum sensitivity at 13.5
ppm was used for detection. The spectral range was from -5
ppm to 15 ppm in both dimensions. The acquisition lasted up
to 300 and 72 ms in the t2 and tl dimensions respectively. The
inter-FID delay was 1.5 s.
The NOESY mixing time was randomly varied by 5% to
reduce the contribution of zero-quantum coherence (ZQC)
signals to the NOESY spectrum [37]. Such contributions are
proportionally stronger for short mixing times. The dispersive
phase helps to distinguish the ZQC signal. It also leads to zero
integrated amplitude, so that there is no effect on the ampli-
tude of resolved NOESY cross-peaks. Despite the variation of
the mixing time, we did observe a dispersive component on
the H5-H6 cross-peaks at the minimal mixing time (15 ms),
but none at longer mixing times.
The H-3 1P hetero-TOCSY measurement [38] was performed
as described previously [4] on an AMX 600 MHz Bruker
spectrometer (Laboratoire de Synthese Organique, Ecole
Polytechnique). The experiment used a DIPSI-2 pulse
sequence [39] with 2048 complex points in the H dimension
and 32 increments in the 31P dimension. The inter-FID delay
was 2.2 s.
The 2D data were processed on an Iris workstation (Silicon
Graphics, Inc.) with FELIX 1.1 (courtesy of Hare Research).
Data processing in the t2 dimension included exponential
broadening (1 Hz in DO2 0, 3 Hz in HO) and sine-bell
apodization, usually with a phase shift of 40° (but 60° for mea-
surement of NOESY cross-peak volume), and a FELIX skew
factor of 0.8. The apodization was the same in the tl dimen-
sion. The residual water signal of NOESY experiments in HO
was reduced with a digital shift accumulation correction [40]
and the matrix base line was corrected in both dimensions with
a polynomial function.
Structure determination
The structures were refined with X-PLOR version 3.1 [41,
42]. They were computed on a Hewlett-Packard A-9000
Apollo 715 workstation and displayed on the Iris workstation.
Input restraints were derived from NOESY cross-peaks, from
base-pairing and from symmetry properties.
NOE intensities and inter-proton distances: NOESY mixing times
for the d(TCC) measurements were 15, 30, 50, 70, 100, 150,
250 and 300 ms in D20, and 40, 50, 70, 100, 125, 150, 175,
250 and 300 ms in H2 0. The d(5mCCT) measurements were
made with six mixing times ranging from 50 mis to 250 ms.
The NOESY cross-peak volumes were determined as the
product of the number of contour plots by the cross-peak sec-
tion at half-height. For JR-NOESY experiments in HO, the
cross-peak volume was corrected for the frequency-dependent
gain resulting from the JR and digital-shift procedures. The
gain was determined by comparison of the volumes of diago-
nal one-proton peaks at different frequencies, and interpola-
tion for other frequencies. The correction factor was always
between 1 and 2.
The NOESY-derived inter-proton distances, or upper and
lower bonds on such distances, were determined from the initial
rate of growth of NOESY cross-peaks, with the H5-H6 cross-
peaks (d=0.245 nm) as reference. Distances involving methyl
protons were scaled using the H6-CH3 pseudo-atom distance
of 0.29 nm [43]. A single correlation time was assumed.
Distance determinations were tested on the intra-residue
H2'-H2" distance (in D2O solution) and on the internal-exter-
nal amino proton distance (in H2O). In both cases the distances
determined fall within 20% of the actual values.
'Standard' restraints: The inter-proton segments (Fig. 6) were
sorted according to the NOESY-derived distance into three
families with upper bonds of 0.29 nm, 0.37 nm and 0.42 nm.
Except as noted below, the lower bond was set to 0.18 nm for
the first two families [44] and 0.37 nm for the third. When a
NOESY cross-peak was absent, or when it was weak even at
long mixing times, with a build-up typical of spin-diffusion, a
lower bond of 0.37 nm was used as a repulsive restraint on the
inter-proton distance. This corresponds to all of the segments
for which either a lower bond or a cross is indicated in Fig. 6.
The rules were slightly different for cross-peaks involving gem-
inal protons between which diffusion may be fast, with the fol-
lowing effects. First, a direct cross-peak may lose intensity by
spin diffusion to a third proton, even at short mixing times
[45]. For example, the cross-peak from some proton to H2'
could be weakened by diffusion to H2". Second, indirect
cross-peaks may be quite intense. To guard against such an
effect, only the strongest cross-peak to a geminal pair was used
to determine an inter-proton distance; when it fell in the third
family, it was treated with a lower bond of 0.35 nm instead of
0.37 nm. The distance corresponding to the other peak was
considered as a lower bond, which was also set to 0.35 nm.
Note that this applies to three of the four inter-strand cross-
peaks between amino protons and H2' and H2" protons.
Indeed, the choice of 0.35 nm rather than 0.37 nm as the
lower bond had no obvious effect.
'Tight' restraints: In order to test the sensitivity of the computed
structure to the distance restraints, we also computed a
[d(TCC)]4 structure with a set of 'tight' restraints. They con-
sisted, for each NOESY-derived inter-proton distance (r), of
an upper bond of 1.15r-1.3r, depending on spectral resolution,
and a lower bond of 0.85r. In the case of distances involving
methyl protons and C.C + imino protons, the bonds were loos-
ened by +0.05 and -0.05 nm and to take into account the
rotation of the methyl group and the motion of the imino pro-
ton between the two bases. For segments indicated by a cross
in Fig. 6, the repulsive restraint was set at 0.42 nm, except that
it was 0.38 nm for some poorly resolved cross-peaks, and 0.48
for methyl protons. The other repulsive restraints were each set
to the lower bond indicated in Fig. 6.
The conformers generated by the two procedures were very
similar, as can be seen by comparing the data in Table 3 and
Fig. 12. The main differences are that with the 'tight' proce-
dure the RMSDs were reduced by half, and the distance
between the planes of the two C2 base pairs was quite a bit
larger (0.37 nm), than the value of the 'standard' procedure
(0.33 nm, Table 3).
The large value is surprising and may well be artefactual.
Because of the small number of NOESY restraints between the
two contiguous C2 pairs, because of symmetry, the evolution
of this inter-pair distance during the computation is particularly
sensitive to inadequacies in rules for the distance restraints, and
in the representation of forces (for example, the attractive van
der Waals forces) in the XPLOR program. We note that, until
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now, little opportunity has arisen to test such programs on
structures in which the angle between stacked pairs is -90 ° ,
with little overlap between the aromatic rings (Fig. 7), rather
than -36 ° as in B-DNA for example.
An evaluation of these matters would require a study of the
NOESY cross-peaks expected for the computed structures.
Dihedral restraints
No dihedral restraints were introduced directly. However,
some of the distance restraints indirectly affect the nucleoside
dihedral angles, as described in the Results section. Thus, the
absence of intra-nucleoside NOE cross-peaks between
H5'/H5" and H6 protons provides a lower bond (0.4 nm) for
the corresponding distances, which indirectly restrains the 
and y backbone dihedral angles [46].
Base-pair geometry and linkage
Cytidine base-pair geometry was restrained only by the length
of the hydrogen bonds. The 04-N4, N4-04 and N3-N3 dis-
tances were each set to 0.28±0.015 nm [14]. As the NMR
spectrum appears as that of a single strand, any information it
provides is ambiguous concerning the assignments to one or
other of the four strands, designated henceforth as {a}, {b},
{c} and {d}. In particular, the spectra do not show how the
cytosine base pairs connect the different strands. In our hands,
computed structures in which the two cytosines C2,C3 of one
strand were paired to cytosines of two other strands (rather
than one) always had a very high NOE-related energy.
Therefore each strand is base-paired to only one other strand:
the tetramer is composed of two base-paired duplexes.
NMR strand identity and NOE distance restraints
All the NOESY spectra are assigned, but the strand apparte-
nance of the connected protons is ambiguous. Consider a
NOESY cross-peak between protons Hi and Hj. We may arbi-
trarily assign Hi to strand {a).
Two cases may be considered. In the first case, one of the four
Hj protons (of strands {a}, {b}, {c} and {d}) is much closer to
Hi than the three other Hj protons, so that the contributions of
the latter to the cross-peak volume may be neglected. An obvi-
ous example is the H5-H6 cross-peaks, which are used as a ref-
erence, and for which the intra-strand (intra-nucleotide)
contribution is overwhelming. In the second case, the Hj pro-
tons from two strands are at comparable distances from Hi, and
they both contribute to the cross-peak volume. In practice, we
first assumed that the first case is appropriate for every cross-
peak, and the validity of the assumption was tested on the
computed structures. It was found to be valid in all cases.
However, for three cross-peaks [(C2 external amino proton)-
(C2 H6), (C2 internal amino proton)-(C2 Hi') and (C2 inter-
nal amino proton)-(C2 H3')], the shortest inter-proton
distance (which was inter-strand) turned out to be less than the
next shortest (intra-strand) by only 25%, 36% and 50% respec-
tively. These distances, indicated by an underline in Fig. 6,
were conservatively discarded from the input to the final struc-
tural computations.
Enforcement of strand equivalence
The degenerate NMR spectra were interpreted in terms of
rigid and identical strands, rather than in terms of strands
whose dynamic averages were identical: the strands were
declared as equivalent groups and restrained to be superposable
by the 'non-crystallographic symmetry' protocol. The NMR
degeneracy also implies identical environments for the four
strands, which must therefore be symmetrically disposed in the
tetramer. To this end, the distances between a set of atoms
(N3, C6, N1, 04', Cl', C3', C5', 04', and P) of strand {a)
and the corresponding atoms of the base-paired strand {c}
were declared to be identical (within ± 0.01 nm) to the corre-
sponding distances within the (b},{d}) duplex. Equivalent
dispositions of the two duplexes were induced by imposing
equal distances between the same couples of atoms as above,
but this time between strand couples ({a},{b)) and ({c},{d)),
and between ({a},{d}) and ({b},{c}). Although these restraints
do not force strict equivalence, the computed structures
deviate very little from the required symmetry.
Distance-restrained molecular dynamics
The structures were computed using the simulated annealing
method [47] of the X-PLOR program. The standard harmonic
potential for covalent geometry was used. Potential energy
terms related to electrostatics and 'empirical dihedral' were
omitted. The force constant expressing distance restraints origi-
nating in either NOESY cross-peaks, H bonds or symmetry
restraints was set to 21x10 6 J mol- nm- 2 (50 kcalmol- A-2).
The CC + imino protons were omitted, except for C2.C2+ of
[d(5mCCT)] 4, in which case the C2 bases of strands A and B
were protonated.
The simulated annealing proceeded as follows. In a preliminary
phase, the energy of the starting structure was minimized by
five Powell cycles. Next, a molecular dynamics computation
was run for 1000 steps of 2 ps, with an initial velocity corre-
sponding to 1200 K. H-bonding energy was introduced during
the cooling procedure which reduced the temperature to 300
K in steps of 25 K, each step being followed by a 0.1 ps
dynamics computation. Lastly, the energy was minimized by
50 Powell cycles. The computation required -10 min. It was
repeated 20 times. Conformers whose NOESY-related energy
was larger than the average value by more than 3 standard
deviations were discarded. This concerned at most seven out of
20 conformers. The RMSDs were computed separately for
phosphate, sugar and base atoms by pairwise comparison of the
remaining conformers aligned on their C1' positions.
Modelling strategy
We first built a preliminary model of the d(TCC) tetramer
using only the following restraints: firstly, two duplexes with
full CC + base-pairing; secondly, strand equivalence, enforced
as described above; thirdly, the distance restraints originating
from the (amino proton)-(H2'/H2") cross-peaks; and finally,
the repulsive restraints in Fig. 6. These restraints were enforced
during the entire computation.
In the initial configuration, the four d(TCC) strands were
extended and arbitrarily located. A first set of 20 conformers
was computed. Seven of these were rejected on the basis of a
high energy. The remaining ones were very similar, with inter-
calated CC + pairs and with the thymidines on the outside and
not stacked. The short amino-H2'/H2" distance restraints of
cytosines 2 and 3 of strand {a) connected, for both of them, to
the same strand, anti-parallel to {a} and separated from it by a
wide groove. This strand is designated as the {b} strand. The
other anti-parallel strand, {d}, is separated from (a) by a nar-
row groove, lined by the ribose-phosphate backbones of these
two strands. This suggests assigning the strong (C2 Hi')-(C3
Hi') cross-peak to ({a},{d)) inter-strand connexions, and by
symmetry to ({b}),{c}) connexions.
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Starting from one of the 13 preliminary conformers, we com-
puted a second set of conformers by incorporation of these
H1'-HI' distances restraints, and of the intra-residue distance
restraints displayed in Fig. 6. In this set, the strand assignments
could be completed for all remaining cross-peaks, and corre-
sponding restraints were included in the further computations
which generated a final set of 14 conformers. These confirmed
the original strand assignments for each of the NOE cross-
peaks, in the sense that the order of inter-strand distances did
not change.
The coordinates of the eight lowest-energy structures of
[d(TCC)]4 and of [d(5mCCT)] 4 have been submitted to the
Protein Data Bank, Chemistry Department, Brookhaven
National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA. The tracking
numbers are T5763 and T5764.
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